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“You Said We Did” Questions & Answers
June 2022
1) What support is there for children with Tourette’s syndrome?
We do not offer a TIC clinic in this area and if severe would need to be requested via GP or if already under
CAMHS and it's an additional comorbidity then it would go the consultant to advise.
The Access and Advice Team can triage all referrals into the Children and Young People’s service (CYPS)
https://www.mindworks-surrey.org/advice-information-and-resources
https://www.tourettes-action.org.uk/storage/downloads/1499766563_TA-What-Makes-Us-TicBrochure-2017.pdf
https://www.familyvoicesurrey.org/single-post/some-useful-advice-for-tourettes

2) What is the communication process for parents when their case officer is changing?
The family should be informed prior to the case officer leaving, and then the new case officer allowed a
handover period where they will contact the family. It is the responsibility of the active case officer to inform
families of any changes. https://youtu.be/dOsYvBAUes8

3) What is the process/policy for schools providing schoolwork for children not attending
school due to EBSNA?
Any child not attending school regularly is a concern.
Each school makes publicly available its individual Attendance Policy on their website. The Policy outlines their
approach to improving school attendance. Each school will have its own approach to supporting children
experiencing EBSNA which may include providing work to be completed at home. However all schools are
encouraged to work in partnership with families and Support Services to provide a clear plan to children’s
swift return to school

4) What is the current situation of ND waitlists now Psycion are being utilised again?
Psion are supporting with assessments but as they have only just started (July 2022) there is minimal impact
on the wait list at the current time. They will assess around 1000 YP over the next few months, 20 YP a week
and will stay with us until completed (around 1 year)
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5) Is there any update on the bus passes in transport?
Travel Assistance Policy for learners aged 16 to 19 and continuing learners aged 19 to 25 - Surrey County Council
(surreycc.gov.uk)

6) Has Crossroads Care Surrey been closed down/stopped?
Crossroads is used across both Children’s and Adults Services.
For Adults - Crossroads continues to be a Provider used by us, we have not stopped this contract. Individuals
can access Crossroads through a directly commissioned service through our block contract , spot purchase or
via direct payments. There have been no changes to these arrangements that we have been made aware of.

7) Can details of how families can contact the transport team be circulated, with escalation
details?
You can contact the transport team travel.assistance@surreycc.gov.uk Family Voice are working with the
transport team to develop a parent guide this will guide families through the process. We hope this will be
available shortly.

8) Parents feel that the blue badge scheme is not embracing the invisible disability principles
and are asking families to rewrite reports with specific words in. Could more detailed training
be given to the team and guidance given to families?
Advice and guidance should be sought through the citizens advice service and action for carers. The child’s GP
may be able to provide more detailed evidence that can be submitted around individual children.
The new Autism Act will be published soon and may support applications through their autism friendly focus.
Suggested wording from health is:
Autism is a hidden disability however this does not preclude it from reasonable adjustments
[Young person] has been diagnosed with xxxxx which impacts on all aspects of their daily living, this includes
transport and accessing the community. Without the reasonable adjustment of a blue badge this will
significantly hamper their ability to access their local community and services.
Young people with extreme anxieties need to be closer to their local amenities and services to reduce their
anxieties about accessing these facilities.
It may constitute discrimination to not provide this reasonable adjustment under the DDA and equalities act.
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9) Why is there no sleep service in Surrey, and how can our children and young people
access support for sleep issues?
Freemantles school have some training through outreach where schools may have concern about children’s
sleep. Details of the offer can be found here: Freemantles School - Sleep
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